
Eon 504David K. LevineJohn NahbarFebruary 28, 2007 Eon 504First Midterm1. Chain Store ParadoxConsider a repeated entry game between a long-lived player and a sequene of nshort-lived players, eah of whom plays one. In period t, the long-lived playerand short-lived player t simultaneously hoose how muh output to produe(long-lived) and whether or not to enter the market (short-lived). The long-lived player may produe low output or high output. If there is no entry, theshort-lived player gets nothing and the long-lived player gets 6 for low outputand 5 for high output. If there is entry and the long-lived player produes lowoutput, they both get 1. If there is entry and the long-lived player produeshigh output they both get -1. The long-lived player's payo� is the averagepayo� from all n games that he plays.(a) If the game is played one (a single short-lived player; n = 1), show thenormal form.out inlo 6,0 1,1hi 5,0 -1,-1 (3 points)(b) What is the unique subgame perfet equilibrium when there are n short-lived players?In the �nal period the unique Nash equilibrium is (lo,in), so in the nextto last period it must again be (lo,in), and so forth (3 points)() Consider the following strategy pro�le. The long-lived player begins byplaying high and ontinues playing high as long as he himself has alwaysplayed high and the short-lived players have always played do not enter;otherwise, the long-lived player plays low. Short-lived player t = 1 playsdo not enter. Short-lived player t > 1 plays do not enter provided everyprevious short-lived player has played do not enter and the long-livedplayer has always played high. Otherwise, the short-lived player playsenter. What is the smallest value of ǫ for whih this an ǫ-equilibrium?The only suboptimal play is for the long-lived player to hoose high outputin the last period. This osts 1. There are t periods, so the average ost perperiod is 1/t, whih is the smallest ǫ for whih this is an ǫ-equilibrium. (4points) 1



2. Grab-a-DollarConsider the three move game of �grab-a-dollar.� Player one may either takeor pass. If he takes, he gets 1, player two gets 0. If he passes, player two getsto move, and may either take or pass. If he takes, he gets 2 and player onegets 0. If he passes, player one gets a �nal move. If player one takes he gets 4and player 2 nothing; if he passes player two gets 8 and player 1 gets nothing.(a) Write down the extensive and normal form of this game. (2 points)1�P�>2�P�>1�P�>0,8| | |T T T| | |1,0 0,2 4,0REDUCED normal formT PT at 1 1,0 1,0T at 3 0,2 4,0Pass 0,2 0,8(b) Find the subgame perfet equilibrium of this game. (2 points)T, T, T - that is optimal to take in the last round; so optimal to take inthe next to last round, et.() Find a Nash equilibrium of this game in whih one player stritly mixes.(3 points)Player 1 must Take at 1 in any Nash equilibrium. Pass is stritly dom-inated, so never played. If 1 plays T at 3 with any positive probability,then 2 must play T, meaning the 1 must play T at 1. So indeed, Player1 must Take at 1. But player 2 an mix between T and P provided that
π the probability of T is not so small that player 1 want to T at 3. So
(1 − π)4 ≤ 1 or π ≥ 3/4(d) Prove that in every self-on�rming equilibrium of this game, with proba-bility 1 player one grabs immediately. (3 points)As above: If play reahes the third node with positive probability, Player1 must Take, and Player 2 sees that, so must Take. If player reahes theseond node with positive probability, Player 2 must Take, and Player 1must know that. So Player 1 has to Take.3. State whether the following are true or false. If false, provide a ounter example(the simpler the better). If true, provide a proof.(a) If a strategy is not a best response to any opposing pure strategy pro�le,then it is stritly dominated. 2



No: L RU 10,0 0,0M 0,0 10,0D 6,0 6,0D is a not a best response to any pure strategy but it is not stritlydominated. This an be shown by diret alulation but note also that Bis a best response to 50:50 L/R. (3 points)(b) If a Nash equilibrium is trembling hand perfet, then it does not putpositive probability on any weakly dominated strategy. (4 points)True: a weakly dominated strategy will no longer be a best response whenthe other player stritly trembles.() If a Nash equilibrium is subgame perfet, then it does not put positiveprobability on any weakly dominated strategy.False: in a simultaneous move game Nash and subgame perfet are the samething; so a Nash equilibrium in a game that plays a weakly dominated strategyis also subgame perfet. (3 points)4. Gridlok.A two-player game of perfet information is played on a two-dimensional grid.There are n rows and m olumns. The players alternate hoosing a grid point(row and olumn). Eah hoie bloks all grid points above (or equal) and tothe left (or equal). For example, if you play row 2, olumn 2 (2,2), nobodyafterwards an hoose (2,2), (1,2), (2,1), or (1,1). The player who makes thelast move loses and gets a payo� of -1, while the other player gets +1. Provethat player one has a winning strategy. Hint: whatever you do, don't try toompute the winning strategy.(10 points) The game does not end in a draw, so one player has a winningstrategy. If it is player 2, then for any move player 1 makes, 2 has a winningountermove. In partiular, if player 1 movies top left, 2 had a winning oun-termove - that neessarily overs top left. So Player 1 ould have made 2'smove and won the game, proving that 1 and not 2 must be the winner.
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